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ditorial
Our "End of 1993" issue had a Kids Page that
caused some stir. A few thought we wanted
pictures of children. Others wondered what all the
fuss was about.

U Vic. Researcher Hilda Dahl had sent us
what she suggested could be a pullout "so kids
could get to see where their daddy is". This was
part of her published dream to bring families closer
together. She did not ask for pictures OF children,
but askedboys and girls to shareChristmas pictures
with other kids (drawings). We apologize to those
who were offended or alarmed by the wording and
will try to be more sensitive in the future.

Hilda and her family belong to an
organization called Helping Hands—men and
women who find quilt-making both therapeutic and
a blessing to others. Her mother, in her eighties,
has made 2,000 quilts and her wish is to see one
she has made on TV overseas.

Quality recycled fabrics are gleaned from
drapery and tailor shops and Hilda relies on her
supplier, The Salvation Army, for sewing
machines. The trademark "Friendship Quilts" are
officially "christened" when she takes a nap under
one of them. With the proceeds, she has opened
Day Care Centres in Nova Scotia and the North.

Would you like a class here on how to make
our own quilts? Hilda has offered to bring in
portable sewing machines and ready-to-sew
remnant squares to teach us. Let us know if" you are
interested.

Hilda Dahl

"Such is thequilter's joy— each piece unique
and warm with lots of love tied into the cover.'
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LETTERS
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January 7, 1994

This is in rebuttal to a letter in last

month's issue. One particular
individual seems to have taken the

Christmas social as a personal insult.
He has insinuated that there is

favoritism in the placing of tables, that
the volunteer help was of dubious
character and that the whole thing was
planned to make his day miserable.

We want it clearly stated that we
do not charge $10 and only accept
donations when reserving tables. As in
anything of this size, no matter how
much we prepare, there is always
something that doesn't go as planned.
But all things considered, we feel that
everything went extremely well. 380
guests had to be accommodated and a s

a result there was a scramble to find

enough tables for everyone. Three o u t
of the four Committee members gave
up. their tables to other guests as did
quite a few inmates.

Now to have a person think that
he is so special and even go as far as to
insult our volunteer help makes u s
realize we must consider the source.

Despite this one man's delusion, the
Committee would like to give our
special thanks to all who help make our
Open Houses such a success.

The Inmate Committee

,• •••••

February 20, 1994

To Inmate Committee & Echo Readers:

So here I am again. This time I
am writing the kind of letter I enjoy
writing. I would like to give thanks to
our Committee and whoever worked on

setting up the Open House for February
13th/94. I was surprised to see my
name on my regular table D12 as when
I signed up for my table, it was already
gone. So I paid $5 instead of my usual
$10. Thanks to the Committee for this

and I will donate $15 for the next Open
House if I have the same table. Not all

of my group were able to make it but
the five that did remarked how nice

the table was and how well it was

arranged. So my deepest thanks to
those who were able to make this

possible. ,. | ,
Thank you.
Jack Nellis

•"":•
•
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February 23, 1994
Dear Brothers,

Easter comes with beautiful

flowers and baskets of decorated eggs.
Families get together for traditional
parties and parades5. It's good to see
the excitement on kids' facgs.

But may we -'hot forget what
Easter's really about. • Matthew 28.6
speaks of Mary's search for the Master
one morning. An angel told her, "He's
not here; come see the place where the
Lord lay'"

The grave is empty, dear ones.
He's risen. He's alive! Now we can

enter into this wide-open, spacious life!
That's the message of Easter.

Marie Alexander



Greetings in the Name of the Lord

Prison Fellowship Canada
Chilliwack Chapter
8789 Butchart Street

Chilliwack, BC V2P 5S2

January 2, 1994

Dear Editor,

Last year you asked how I got
started in prison work and to tell
readers a bit about Prison Fellowship.

It all started when a friend and

customer entered our automotive

business and this time it was not for

repair work. He (Barry Johnson) was
defending a man who had written a
"goodbye cruel world" type of note.

"This man needs someone to talk

to him and I do not know who to ask,"
Barry said.

My reply was, "I will go." A call
to the watch commander at city cell got
me permission to meet this man.
Within two days Barry was back with
two more names and I was making
daily trips, sometimes twice a day.
Regular visits of this nature are not
permitted but the sergeant, though not
a Christian, got me special privileges.
So I found myself in a prison ministry
not knowing what I was doing, only
willing.

Then some district supervisor got
wind of this and pointed out that it's
not allowed in local lock ups. The
sergeant, feeling quite bad, arranged
for me to see my men in Kamloops

where I met some M2/W2 people.
Between there and Kelowna, I was
trucking it as many as eight times a
month, with help from "Reverend Ray"
Parker, whose compassion was m y
inspiration.

A year and a half later, my
family and I lost our business and
home. We were uprooted to the Fraser
Valley amid difficult times and Bernie
Martens (unknown to me then) asked if
I would do prison work here. By mid
1989, I had switched from Ferndale to

Mountain where there is Christian

activity every night. "But why such
confusion and so little discipling?" I
wondered.

This concern and burden

increased my desire to help Friday
night's group when they were in need.
Then with the help of Dwight Cuff and
Ken Gerbrandt, and .with calls,
interviews and much prayer, I joined
Prison Fellowship, an international
ministry known for its integrity. It is
an honour to serve God now as chapter
director here and in other places, and
to work with wonderful and supportive
volunteers

I find Christianity grows best,
even flourishes in the prison setting;
we have one common bond and,

denominationalism aside, one common
denominator, Jesus Christ.

Thanks for putting up with me as
I learn to understand your varying
needs and personalities. With all my
heart I can say that, warts and all, it
makes no difference, I am privileged to
know you all.

Your servant and brother in the Lord,

Steve Sawatsky



Box 3100
Abbotsford, BC
V2S 4P4

August 6, 1993

Dear Readers,

I am writing to you about my
experiences with drugs and alcohol.

I thought drinking and toking
would solve my problems and I'd be
accepted, gain friends and get respect.
But there was no relief. I started

stealing from my parents to pay for my
habit. I fought with friends, families
and teachers and ended up living
between a group home, a hostel, and
the street. Then I went to jail, twice.

It took that and the death of a

close friend for me to finally realize the
truth. The substances I was taking
didn't keep me from reality and m y
problems. They were not friends.
They were deadly enemies.

Every time I turn on the TV or
read the newspaper I learn about
people who are on drugs or alcohol and
they have ruined their lives,., or the
lives of others. Do more people, have to
be arrested and die from, these

substances before something is done, or
will it take someone you know and
love? It is time to turn, the destructive
cycle around and say STOP!!!

There are places, and people who
will help with this problem. , For
example NA, AA or a variety of coun
selors and psychologists. With help,
you can regain. your self respect and
have the chance to rebuild your life.

If there is anything I can do
today to help others, it's to write this
letter and help them realize they are
not alone. I know that quitting is
difficult, but if you do and can stick
with it, you,; will feel better for it. The
entf/. result.Avttlv be a better you.

>'i;%T-' V; "Signed, James Caldwell

5

STOLEN: several new books (both hard
and ' soft cover); numerous magazines
(some with plastic binders); and, full
pages from the daily newspapers;

Hey Guys', during the last thirty
days, Martin's Criminal Code—'94 (hard
cover); Stephen King's latest novel
(hard cover); and Guitar Player Maga
zine (March, '94 issue with plastic co
ver) represent a few of the 'books and
magazines that have been illegally re
moved from the Library. >' As well, on
an almost daily basis, full pages from
both the Sun and Province newspapers
are being ripped-off! This, of course,
means that thanks to some inconsider

ate thief/thieves, the above are: not
available and as a result of budget cut
backs, will not, NO! cannot be replaced!

You Know Who You Are! You

Know The Inconvenience You're Caus

ing! Especially when it's common
knowledge that upon request, Institu
tional Librarian Joanne Bean provides
photocopies of legal and/or CSC mate
rials and references; magazine articles;
hobby plans and designs; and news
paper stories: All you have to do is
ask. Yes, it might take a few hours to
get them but hey, sure beats stealing!

In sum, if you see any of the
aforementioned or know where they
might be, we urge you to see that
they're turned over to a Hut Rep, the
Committee or one of the Library staff
members immediately. NO QUESTIONS
ASKED! If you don't, we may be
Subjected to one of security's infamous
•frisks! THE CHOICE IS YOURS!

Doug Stuart



Let's Talk reported on a senior
management meeting and quoted CSC
Commissioner John Edwards who said,

"a priority area requiring work is the
Case Management process."

The Commissioner noted, "Recent
audits reveal that there is room for

improvement and that the process
;ould be made much more efficient in

adhering to minimum standards'
(emphasis added: from Outlodk
^ Magazine winter 9^/94

«

If>cm-Bnilrrit,
They Will Come...

NPB This Week recently reported that
the United States now has five million

people incarcerated (that's 5,000,000!)
and the number is expected to rise to
nine million by the year 2000.
Incredibly, the state of Texas alone is
currently constructing 65,000 more
prison beds.

With numbers like that, wouldn't
you think that Canadian legislators
would look elsewhere for inspiration?

Outlook Magazine winter 93/94

Suicide Rates

The suicide rate in Canadian Prisons is
10 times the national average. 60% of
suicides occur within the first year of
incarceration, and 82% within the first
2 years. Half of those committing
suicide have sentences of less than 5
years, two-thirds of suicides take place
when the inmate is in an isolation cell,
and 78% of the victims have a history
of psychiatric problems.

Inmates are most likely to take
their lives in the evening or early
morning. Many guards do not carry
keys, so it takes an average of 5
minutes from the discovery of an
attempt to the time the cell is opened.

Accord, Jan 94, a publication
of Mennonite Central Committee Canada,
Victim Offender Ministries, drawing on

material from The Insider.

Innocent Inmates Helped

A newly formed Association In
Defence of the Wrongly Convicted
(AIDWYC) held an international
conference February 18-20, 1994 in
Toronto, Ont.

James McCloskey, founder of
Centurion Ministries, in an Accord
article (December 1991) wrote: "...It is
my perception that at least 10 percent
of those convicted of serious and

violent crimes are completely
innocent." His article lists > several

convincing reasons for that opinion.
Several noted speakers/panelists

at the Conference included David

Milgaard, Claire Culhane and Donald
Marshall.

(AIDWYC) is formally establish
ing an advocacy organization in Canada
for incarcerated innocents. Conference



sponsors were: Canadian Bar Assn.,
Ont.; Criminal Lawyers' Assn.; The Law
Union of Ontario; The Church Council on
Justice and Corrections; The Quaker
Committee on Jails and Justice; The
John Howard Society-Manitoba; and
Mennonite Central Committee Canada

Victim Offender Ministries. The
number to register was (416) 2 9 6-
1510.

from Accord , Jan 94

Clear Counting
Sometimes,, instead of our doors
unlocking with a stampede to the
dining room, there's the familiar
"Recount!" It's those doing the
counting who get the blame from us
and bear the brunt of the grumbling. .

But many factors can lead to
miscounts, like not being in our own
houses or not being in plain view.
"Sure, the guards can lose count," says
Rod Saigeon, "but inmates can be the
cause—or there can be a simple error
in totaling at Central Control."

Adrian Sproson thinks it's not
worth complaining. "I don't know
what they're even whining about. Is
it really that much of a problem? So
what if we eat 10 or 15 minutes
later?"

An inherently
destructive process—The

Detention Hearing
Once upon a time, the National Parole
Board conceived a Mission Statement, a
splendid example of the sort. Just one
problem: the Board needs members
who can conceptualize the Statement's
values—or individuals who wilf actually
read it, regardless of its worth.

The introduction of mandatory
supervision was the thin edge of the

wedge, opening the door for change
which culminated in Bill C-67 and its

subsequent modifications. These have
rendered the Parole Board a detention

mechanism rather than a releasing
authority.

During the course of a hearing,
the prisoner is faced with various
Board members who , use diverse
questioning tactics to satisfy their
curiosity. One * such delightful
approach, the "rapid fire", presumably
tests one's tolerance level or resistance.

Heaven forbid you should hesitate or
ramble on too long with your response;
you may be reminded of their schedule
(given the ever increasing number of
detention referrals).

Another approach, quite
unrelated to questioning, involves the
making of assumptions' and
commenting ori topics which are
irrelevant. Belittlement and ridicule
reduce -one to a state completely
lacking in self worth.

The Detention Hearing is a token
gesture to political expediency at the
cost of emotionally gutting prisoners.
It's main purpose is to determine one's
risk to the community, to see if you are
fit and deserving of release. Can we
assume, then that one would be more

fit and deserving at Warrant Expiration
than at his Statutory Release date?

Excerpted from Outlook Magazine,
by Kevin Billings



'DEN TOYS
FOR

D-WILL
The Inmate Committee and Hobby Shop

workers are building toys for the community. 30
to 50 cradles, 15 to 20 cars, and 62 trucks and 7
spelling stands are being built free for places like
Chilliwack Hospital's Children's Ward, the
Salvation Army, Chilliwack Agassiz Community
Services and Transition Houses.

The idea was spawned by the Inmate
Committee and Ron Stone, who coordinates the
project. "Oneof the side effects is that people will
see that some good comes out of Mountain," says
Ron. Other volunteer toy makers are Al C, Lyle
P., Gaston M., "Frenchie", Terry C, Dave C,
Neil V. and Michel M.

Cor Can Industries supplies the wood. The
Inmate Committee, which supplies the glue, finish,
and sandpaper, has arranged to make this a full time
occupation for up to five inmates.

"These spelling stands are too expensive for
individual families," says Ron, "but they're ideal
for group settings." Letters are routed into the
blocks so they can't peel off and all toys have a
child-safe finish

8

Community Awareness Social Programs
Coordinator DonMacKenzie says, "Onesuch 'Seat
of Learning' (to coin a phrase) would be promptly
given toa thriving and 'resource-challenged' area
program, the Agassiz-Harrison Day Care Society.
A second Stand, if available, wouldgo to Sea Bird
Island.

4ZZ3 4^3 4Z34ZZ2 «sC3, »CH>C3UC^U

Search a Word

bad damn alive

fin good cheat

gun idea frame

had mean heart

not rule money
why view quirk

butter banquet
change greater
glands hunched

listed nations

preach pasture
taught realize

G R E A T E R Q J B Q U 1 R K

B B U T S P U R T Q U G 0 0 D

M A A L F R E D S P 0 T 1 T 1

0 A L D E E H S A L G 1 T 0 N

N Q 1 D E A N B H ri U F A E B

E H V 1 W C H E F i N F U R R

V "E E K 0 H V B U R N 1 G B A

X A T N A T 1 0 N S A R H A U

C R V R A M E P 0 F H n T N N

H T 1 M U T W A T A U p E Q L

A L P E E L U N D V N i N U 1

N A N A L A E 1 F U C A M E S

G L A N D S 0 S U C H E A T T

E A T U P A s T U R E A T M E

R E A L 1 Z E W H V D R D A D

Answers on page 20



ACROSS

1 places of business
13 scold

14 a sign of sorrow
16 an articular prominence of

a bone

19 gibe
20 symbol for chromium
21 allow
22" we trust' (2 wds)
23 (French, fern.) friend
24 galvanizing agent
26 being either of two tides that

are the least in the lunar month
28 symbol for arsenic
29 dine

30 appearing
32 television network

33 English translation of the Latin
word 'senior'

34(Abbr.) letters precedinga ships
name

35 minor respiratory virus
36 (interj.) used to express farewell
39 dreaded tax

40 sovereign
42 an offense against God
43 mans name
44 family
45 Abbr. fortraining
46 automobile roof type
48 carving tool
49 one of Jupiter's moons
50 carry a tune
51 (Abbr.) type of bank account
52one having greatauthority
53 spooky
54 mongrel
56 Abbr. for associate in arts
57 fuss

58 cocktailof gin &dry vermouth
61 sensually appealing
65 one of the major divisions of

a long poem
66 the act of representing

DOWN

' 1oforrelatingtoachurch
2 footwear

1 | 2 3 4 j 5 |
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Answers on page 20

3 shade

4 combine
5 former ruler of Tunis or

Tunisia
6 Abbr. for street

7 one who ardently seeks
pleasure

8 virgins
9 a unit of work

10 symbol for neodymium
11 Abbr. fortranspose
12 friendly
15theactof maintaining a

normal air pressure during
high altitude flight

17 one that lines
18 (suffix) meaning action or

process

23 Abbr. for apostle
25 ancient Egyptian goddess
27 symbol for argentum

(Latin for silver)

31 thought deeply
32 (Abbr.) sports league
33 thus

37 any of a group ofextinct
long tailed reptiles

38 (suffix) used to form the
present participle

39 beautiful
40 tears

41 (prefix) meaning not
43 anonymous woman
44 Asian country
46 word ofgreeting
47 cut *: *
50 symbol foestrontium
54 (prefix) meaning small
55 (prep.) to
57 we breathe this
59 (Abbr.) a major electronics

company
60 make lace

62 symbol for selenium
63 Abbr. for communist party
64 Abbr. for southeast



Private Family Visiting
When the PFV program began in1980,
it was intended for inmates serving life
sentences. It started with a single
trailer unit at Millhaven Institution and
many staff were skeptical. Now there
is general agreement that the program
is doing what it was intended to—
helping inmates maintain family
relationships.

CSC recognizes that such bonds
often mean the difference between a n

inmate's success or failure at returning
to the community as a law-abiding
citizen. Maintaining a relationship
through the other avenues available
can be painfully hard. There is simply
not enough time or privacy to deal with
feelings and properly discuss many
practical matters.

The normal waiting period for
private family visits is two months, but
it can be considerably longer before a
unit becomes available.

The program is open to anyone
with whom "in the opinion of the
institutional head, the inmate has a

close familial bond," CSC policy states.
This can include a person from the
community with whom an inmate has
developed ties during incarceration as
long as the relationship is at least a
year old and has been maintained
through regular contact.

To apply for a PFV, inmates and
their visitors must fill out appropriate
forms. Community assessments of
visitors are conducted to ensure that

they are suitable. Most inmates are
eligible as long as they are not likely to

1 0

engage in family violence, are not going
home on Unescorted Temporary
Absences and are not in a Special
Handling Unit.

When the program first began, it
was viewed partially as an incentive
for good behaviour. So an inmate had
to be free of charges. Now, minor
charges will not disqualify an inmate
from a PFV. But it's not "anything
goes" during PFVs. When rules are
broken, visiting rights are lost and
there may even be criminal charges.

Evaluators recommend few

changes. Undoubtedly, some
contraband gets into the institution
through the house visits, but this can
occur during general visiting as well. A
consulting firm pointed out that any
drug smuggling through PFVs was not
significant enough to negate the
benefits of the program.

Whatever the imperfections,
PFVs are valued deeply. And of course,
any program that helps offenders
reintegrate into the community
benefits not only the offender, but
society as a whole.

SflHDGKB PW IFlKCftS

The average number of PFV units
per major institution is 3.

Houses/trailers are occupied 95%
of the time.

1,193 inmates in 8 institutions
have participated in the program in the
past year.

The maximum duration of a PFV

is 72 hours.

5% of PFV requests are denied.

from Lei's Talk autumn 93 edition.*



FREEDOM OF INFORMATION AND
PROTECTION OF PBIVACY

REQUEST FOR ACCESS TO RECORDS
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Ask a librarian for this request form and accompanying instructions



Records Accessible
"VICTORIA, BC — British Colum
bia is the first province to permit
residents to apply for access to
previously unavailable RCMP
records, Attorney-General Colin
Gabelmann said yesterday."

The preceding 'news brief appeared in the
Vancouver Province newspaper late last fall and
within hours of its publication, Institutional
Librarian Joanne Bean received at least a half-
dozen requests for ACCESS TO INFORMATION
forms from inmates anxious to see their RCMP
records. Unfortunately, Gabelmann's office had
not sent out any information packages prior to
announcing the above. Joanne had no idea what
forms to use. To be honest, officially speaking,
she still doesn't

That's right Guys! To date, we haven't
hearda word from our ever so efficient, provincial
government But hey, all is not lost!

Thanks to the relentless efforts of a
curious fellow inmate, we now have photocopies
of the ACCESS TO RECORDS forms available in
the Library. However, having said that, I must
inform you that this form does not provide access
to yOur RCMP records. Truth is, the provincial

, government through Colin Gabelmann, is only
' providing access to a wide assortment of
provincial/municipal files (see list), not federal
files. Therefore, your RCMP records can only be
accessed through the federal government and the
appropriate form is and has always been available
in the Library.

By the way, when filling out the federal
form, be sure to include the location of the RCMP
Detachment that conducted'me investigation(s) as
wellas the monthand year it/they took place. And
yes, the sameappliesto any or all information you
might request from B.C. BE SPECIFIC! If
you're not sure or have any questions, ask the
Library staff. That's what we're;there for! 4

Doug Stuart
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Characteristics

of a PSgehopath
Anexpanded follow upon our listof lastMay,
by Kathy Tait Love,Province Jan. 30,1994

TIMs Mm» s» Ml?
Many people have a few of the following traits,
usually in a mild form. Psychopathshave almostall
of them.

D Glib and superficial. Entertaining, clever
conversationalists who are slick, smooth and tell
unlikely, but somehow convincing stories.
D Egocentric and grandiose. Psychopaths see
themselves as superior beings entitled to live by
their own rules. They love power and control.
D Lack ofremorse or guilt. No matter what pain
and havoc they create, they have no guilt or shame.
They rationalize their behavior and shrug off
responsibility.
D Lack ofempathy. Dr. Robert Hare recalls one
who was more concerned when her car was
impounded for traffic violations than when social
servicesapprehended her five year-olddaughter
D Deceitful and manipulative. Lying and
manipulation are their natural talents. And they're
unfazed by the thought of beingcaught
D Shallow emotions. Psychopaths don't
experience grief, fear, pride, joy, despair or love.
Loveis equated with sexual arousal. They learn to
act emotions when they're useful.
D Impulsive. Jobs are quit, relationships broken
off, people are hurt, and they have little sustained
interest in education or training.
D Poor behaviorcontrols. They're short-tempered
and may respond to frustration or criticism with
sudden violence, threats or verbal abuse. Minutes
later, they act as if nothing happened. Need for
excitement Psychopaths are easily bored and like
to live on the edge. They're not likely to do jobs
thatare dull, repetitive or requireconcentration.
D Irresponsibility. They may skip work, break
dates and social obligations, and leave their children
with unreliable sitters.

D Early behavior problems. As children they
typically torture pets, lie, cheat, steal, set fires,
bully and run away.
D Adult anti-social behavior. They commonly
engage in questionable business practices, spouse
or child abuse, and victimize acquaintances and
strangers. *



I Have A Vision
I see more effective prevention of child
sexual abuse through responsible, non-
sensational media education about the
problem.

I see specific prison settings that
would encourage offenders to address
their problems without fear of non-
pedophile offenders.

I see more half way houses
available on parole for child sexual
abuse offenders.

I see treatment, lifestyle change
and restitution being considered as
viable options to incarceration in many
cases.

I see self-help
available in the

pedophiles, to aid
molesting children.

I see public
pedophiles are
fundamentally
else, and that

developing sexual attraction to
children. All are 'capable' of the
distorted thinking and moral
suspension that would allow them to b e

support groups

community for
them in not

education that

not somehow

different from anyone
anyone is 'capable' of
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sexual with a child, at some point in
their life. That would, in no way,
minimize the problem or its often
tragic consequences for the child. It
would, however, make a huge
difference in prevention.

1 see pedophiles being
encouraged by government and the
media to stop their sexual exploitation
of children and to come forward for

help without fear of being publicly
"drawn and quartered".

I see a period of amnesty for
pedophile offenders to come forward
for help so that victims could be
identified and helped and so that the
offender could be registered and
monitored and treated.

This was written by a former pedophile
offender from BC in Accord, Jan 94

Anagram o' the Month

Rearrange the letters in this clue.

CANCEL HIS JAM, OK?

Hint: fill the blanks in these jokes.

Why do 's
pants only go down to his knees?
They're not his.

Why did
the Cub Scouts?

He was up to a pack a day.

quit

When he fell in the pool, he just
about drowned because nobody
would throw him a



More Kidding Around A Comedienne's Concept
This high class lady at a wedding was
served tongue. She sent it back saying,
"I never eat anything that comes out of
an animal's mouth."

So they brought her a hard boiled egg.

Frank Fontana consoling Murphy
Brown, accused of glamorizing single
motherhood: "Think about it. It's Dan

Quayle! This is the guy who gave a
speech at the United Negro College
Fund and said, 'What a waste it is to
lose one's mind!'"

<*JAIS&LACS/C£0:-TMQ-T
i *f>A C**-"»^«*o»: ?» it**sji *m v<

"Okay, but don't tell anyone ... you know
how rumors get started."

Comedy circuit star Elaine Boosler
thinks ads like the one in our last issue

should be made attractive and not

depressing.

Adapt
She would have put a different

spin on the message by wording it.
Adapt — And Live to Have Sex for the
Rest of Your Life. "Then, instead of
negative thoughts about death," Elaine
says, "people at the drug store would
be looking for that Life and Sex thing!"

Prisoner's Credo

0 Supreme Being
grant me the

equanimity to
accept the things 1
cannot modify, the I
mettfe to modify the
things \ can and the
prudence to shroud

the cadavers of
those kith 1 hati to

waste because theu

Infuriated me.

Sharpen your Pencils!

The Echo will
be running

another writing
contest.

Details to be
anounced in the next

issue.

/ Community Awareness Fund Raising {
£t Bike-a-thon & BBQ. Worthy causes! jf

Sat., Apr. 23, 9 am Come one, come all!

1 4

The author invites your best
guesses as to source and rendering.
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Cat Tails
by Adrian Sproson

It has been a long day here at Mountain.
•i. You are tired and are enjoying the warm

comfort of your bunk. All is quiet
throughout the hut. There is the sound of
snoring a few cubicles away, but this does
not disturb you, drifting into dreamland.

In this world you are free, free to
embark on any journey or adventure your
subconscious mind can produce. You have
escaped the world of reality. While in
your peaceful slumber, you are being
carefully surveyed by another life form.

In search of a warm place to curl up
and sleep, a member of the feline species
inspects you and cleverly deduces that you
are not a threat. This fuzzy little critter
feels the warmth of your sleeping body.
Sensing that you offer comfort as well as
safe refuge, he springs onto the bed.

A cat cannot be expected to fathom
your reaction to such a meaningless mea
sure of conduct on his part. You sit, bolt
upright as though in panic and at this very
moment you are prepared to do battle.

But your heart calms as you focus
on the purring ball of fur, mistaken for an
enemy attack. The animal appears
puzzled, though indifferent to your silly
human excitement. He chooses a generous
portion of your bunk and curls up to sleep.

1 5

Cats are territorial creatures. To
them, being allowed into the hut is clear
title deed to ownership of every square
inch within. And they are somewhat aloof
to any contrary beliefs of humans.

They also understand that the
slightest show of affection on their part is
the only requirement necessary by which
to obtain food, shelter and the occasional
scratch behind the ear.

Mountain's "snickings" have
accepted this coexistence and they have
every right to trust in a mutual
appreciation between us and them.

CURIOSITY IS AN

INTELLIGENCE TEST.

You can teach a dog. But a cat

teaches herself. She'll work

on something until she

figures out %%m\
how co solve

it. like opening

a door.

And its not

just reflex. Cats

observe, and then

acton

informa

tion, ^^fe- .

In fact, many "ft s '
people feel cats J \
are so perceptive I Vv^;
they can predict

changes in weather

or sense when their owner

isgoing on vacation.

,i.\



Spanish

ORACION DE CAD A DESPERTAR

Debo cuidar estc di'a
en salud, en amor
y en alegria,
como de un hermano mcnor

cuya suerte se meconfia.

Mi pcnsamiento
dcbcrd serpuro,
noble mi sentimiento,
mis ideasserenas,
mis palabras cordiales ybucnas
ymi brazo acogcdor yseguro.

Como dentro de cada brote estd contenida
la Primavera,
cada hombre ticnc en su espiritu la manera
de cmbellecer la vida.

Malgastar una hora
enunmal pensamiento, enunamala acci6n,
es dilapidar la riqueza que atesora
el corazon.

Debo cuidar este dia
para que mi vida sea bella
comola alegria
de una doncella.

NOCTVRNO

El bosque seduerme y suefia,
el no no duerme, canta.
Por cntre.las.sombras verdes

el agua sonora pasa
dejando en la orilla oscura
manojos de espuma blanca.
Llenos losojos dc cstrellas,
en el fondo de una barca,
yo voycomo una emocion
por la musica del agua,
y llevoel rio en los labios,
y llevo elbosqueen el alma.
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English

PRAYER FOR EACB AWAKENING

I must watch over this day,
in health, in love
and in joy,
asthough it were a younger brother
whose fate isin myhands.

My thinking
must bepure,
my perceptions exalted,
myideas composed,
my wordssound and from the heart,
and my arm welcoming and sure.

Just as each bud encloses
Spring,
so in his soul each man holds the secret
of beautifying life.

To waste an hour

in a bad thought, a base action,
is todestroy the riches stored up
by the heart.

I must watch over this day
so that my life will be as fair
as the merriment

of a young girl.

NOCTURNE

The forest falls asleep and dreams,
the riverdoes not sleep, but sings.
Among the green shadows
the ringing water flows
leaving on the dark bank
flecks of white foam.

My eyes filled with stars,
on the bottom of a boat,
I passlike an emotion
over the music of the water,
and I bear the riveron my lips,
and I bear the forest in mysoul.

M. B. D.



Guid* News

Christ Jesus, is an Inspiration

To humble poor, of every nation;

His Gospel is: that mounted might
Is not! equivalent to right.

The noble, up his prancing horse,

Has ample pride in it, of course;

That steed shall sure, the noble fail,
?.'• ?.i.K." •'.-.'

And he, ignoble now, will wail

About his ujullustrious fate!

When he appears at Heaven's Gate,
The Lord will ask, not: "Was he proud?"
But, if he, in his heart, allowed

A place, to harbour "'lesser breeds'

Who much like him, espouse the creeds
That tell us: aJiare Sons of God,
Together, brief, above the sod!

*Tis clear: a kind and lowly mien,
In stead of high and haughty spleen,
Muchmore becomes! a Christian soul

Who would, within himself, be whole.

O! that this Gospel may be spread
And, by its precepts, folk be led;

Then, can the Kingdom come around

In which true, lasting Peace is found!

Excellence, thy name is...
Let us applaud! our Alex Robbie,

Whom we can trust, more than a'bobby'*!
He sits, in his appointed place,

Cherubic smile upon his face.

When his strong hands caress the keys,
We know that it is bound to please;

Arpeggios, and flatted thirds,

Both are delightful, beyond words!

His love of music is sincere

And, more than that, it does appear,

Love of the Lord, imbues his frame:

He's a believer, not in name,

But truly: As a child of God,

Sprinkled with Jesus saving blood,

He reaches out, to help his brother:

He knows that, care for one another

Endows this life with richer meaning;
When we, upon each other leaning,
Bear, in our minds, the dreams of others,
We reap a Soul that, rarely, bothers

With petty, selfish, small, concerns,'
Because, the convert quickly learns
That, looking upward is the way
We may endure, beyond today!

Umpas Hadanee, Klemtu, BC, I. 1994. A.D.

* Guid: Scots term for good. * bobby: an English police officer
(Starting next issue, watch for the Word Building page, a glossary of terms).
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February 1, 1994

I've traveled a road of broken dreams

Round in circles is all it seems

Like a train that never ends

Like a vision it descends

Another child who's born astray
Trying to make it through each day

Standing lonely in the rain
I'm like you I've felt that pain

Unfortunately life's not peaches and
cream

It's not always what we dream

Like a bargain we have to choose
We've got everything to lose

Sometimes it feels so tragic
Sometimes it feels like magic

The blood runs through my veins
Like a thousand railway trains

My quest is deep within my eyes
Silently you can hear my cries

Endlessly I searched for a key
To help me finally stay free

This poem does not elude the blues
I've got a new pair of shoes

There are new pieces to my name
My life's not at all the same

I'm like a bird ^fallen from his nest
With change, yfo^»_„. I am obsessed
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Every day I keep building my fire
So naturally I can go much higher

Restoring something I wanted for years
Finally putting aside the tears

Finding that lost magical treasure
Experiencing so much pleasure

I'm not your ordinary kind of guy
There's a special way that I fly

I'm well on the course of healing
I've learned to change what I'm feeling

It's taken a few fights
It's given new insights

Now I feel so alive

I've found better ways to survive

An army marches in my mind
Always surprised to what I find

No point worrying about tomorrow
I've worked on that anger and sorrow

It's in the soul beyond time
I'll always make it rhyme

Dedicated to Colleen, plus family
and who relates. K. Baitz
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Love is the most basic of human

emotions, yet filled with such
complexities that it continues to be one
of the most misunderstood. I suppose
the fact that each human being has his
or her own interpretation of what love
is only adds to the confusion.
However, in the face of such a difficult
subject I'm only challenged to add
what insight I might have. I certainly
do not intend for the reader to

incorporate my views, but merely
observe them as yet another aspect of
what love can be.

Being isolated in an environment
that seems to scorn the very concept
of love, I'm challenged to take pen in
hand and illustrate that no matter

what your personal situation might be,
you too are susceptible to this emotion.
I am reminded of a verse in 1st

Corinthians 13 which is commonly
referred to as the love chapter, "And

a»7.-rs?:.v:
&¥ •• ?

•-.._.-,.. j

Notes..(on love)
From The Inside

now abideth faith, hope and charity,
these three, but the greatest of these
is charity." Charity in other
translations means love and we see

clearly the strong emphasis that i s
placed on love.

Love causes us to act in ways
that defy human understanding.
There are those who sacrifice their

very lives to save another. In the face
of such sacrifice we must pause and
reflect on how strong this emotion is,
because it. has often been said that the

strongest emotion is man's instinct for
survival.

I can recognize this theory of
sacrifice because I too had an occasion

in the summer of '88 on Lake of the

Woods between Northwest Angle and
Warroad to offer myself as a sacrifice
to another human. We were in rather

choppy waters and the individual who
owned the boat fell overboard. I

1 9
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remember yelling to him, "Can you
swim?" By the look of terror in his
eyes, I knew immediately he was in
trouble.

In my haste to reach this
individual, I only managed to grab one
lifejacket, dove in the water and swam
desperately towards this drowning
man. By the time I reached him, he
had tired considerably. I just
managed to secure the life jacket on
hint in what I believe were his final

moments on the surface. Once the life

jacket was on him I knew he'd be safe
for the time being, but by now I was
very'tired and thought I might drown.
By this time the boat had drifted
several hundred yards away. The
other two passengers in the boat had
difficulty in maneuvering the craft
towards me, but they finally got to us
in the end.

When we were safely on board,
there was such a feeling of relief and
love that flowed over the four of us.

To this day 'I've tried to recapture that
intense feeling for my fellow man.

Over the noise of slamming steel
doors and the harsh cry of the prison
guards, I try to rekindle that spirit of
love I once had. We must work at it

continually. Every opportunity must
be grasped with a passion. Now I fight
desperately for a love that I so
callously threw away. Lost love is the
greatest pain. I am inspired never
again to treat love so casually.

If we are to achieve a modicum

of unconditional love, we must start
with those closest to us. Each day, w e
must acknowledge those who are dear
to us, let them know we love them and

that they are dear to us. If we begin
to do this at home, gradually we'll be
able to extend our love to others.

20

Then, confusion will turn into a
blessing.

I was inspired by love to write
this article. It is my hope that you will
go through life ever striving for that
spirit of love which is so precious.

I remain your servant in God,
James Douglas Campbell
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Rolls Royce have been the most exclusive motor
car for nearly a century. The Phantoms were the
costliest, one was built for Elizabeth when she was
Princess and the second, when she was Queen.

We haven't seen ads like these in modern
days because the company has had no need of an
advertising budget since the days of the Duesen-
berg, relying on tributes in word andpicture.

By the way, to prove the famous Grecian
radiator housing is genuine, lay a clothes iron flat
on theangled top. If it doesn't rock, it's laying on
a fake. The factory builds in a slight curve to
preserve authenticity.

An Honest Test Drive Excerpt
The Corniche will go very fast but it frank

ly does not feel good doing so. The steering feels
too light at highway speeds and is extremely dead
oncentre. Andrew Dice Clay has more sensitivity.

...Being pitched from side to side on
mountain bends is simply not very civilized and it
is terribly hard to understand such behaviour in a
car with an adaptive suspension.

...The convertible top latches automatically
but not before slamming down against the
windshield with a startling whap that has all the
delicacy of a guillotine'sdropping blade.

'Oh, come on — whose do you think it is?"

•L&^^rS
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How persistent is the myth of Rolls Royce's life time guarantee! To this day, stories
abound of sealed engine compartments and worldwide emergency road service.
Regretably, the terms of this three year guarantee from 1925 haven't changed much
and Rolls Royces and Bentleys spend a disproportionate amount of time in the shop.
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Rolls-Royce Limited. London 6- Derby

uarart:
Number of chassis. NAMC Of OWNE.R Date of delivery.

t»» CON»*V« t*0 MUM/TIC* to DWU 'T*» •mJC*TK» O* •lUC-XMJ CU| »»D U1U. Mi TW» HUCTBi MID
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To Ih' Owner above namtd:

t' the chassis, above described, having been continuously and being Mill owned by
you and in your possession, shall, within three years {three years should be ample
lime lo discover faults oj material or workmanship) from Ihe sbove date. break.
other than by reason ol (air wear and tear. dirt, iiiouk. neglect or accident, and
provided that

ta) no alteration shall have been made to the chassis and the samr thall not have
been dismantled or 'repaired by any other maker or repairer at any time
after the delivery of the chant* by us unless with the express consent of the
Company in writing, and

til the chassis shall not at any time have been so loaded that Ihe total weight of the
car. including chassis, body, passengers and all else therein or thereon, shall
exceed 55 cwt.. ai>d

u;) the chassis shall not at any time, except with our written approval, which In
proper cases will be readily given, have been run on lyres other than such as
»e supply as standard, to wit:- pneumatic tyres of suitable size and flexibility.

uf> you shall not have adopted and had fitted (except with our written approval) any
wheels or nrns being a departure from tlie Company's standard wheels or rims, and

,ei you forthwith, after the breaking, communicate the facts to the Company at their
registered office in Derby, giving the aliove number, and

•/•you. al a date to be agreed with live Company, at your own expense, send the
chassis to the Company's uorks al Derby, and

tg\ it shall appear lhal the breakage was in fad due In faulty material or workmanship
and not 10 fair wear and tear. dirt, misuse, negligence or accident.

the Company will dismantle, repair or replace the broken part, and rc-asscmblc so as
lu lease ihe pari in |>cr(ect working older. Inv <il charge In yriu

II trine shall be a difference ol opinion between you and llic Company as to whether
..i not the breakage was due to faulty material or workmanship, the difference shall be
relerred to aibitratton

You. fusing seni the chassis to the Company pursuant to the above shall, in any event,
be under obligation lo remove ihe same from tlie Company's premises if required so to do.

THIS GUARANTEE does not apply to bodies, tyres, lamps, batteries, or any oilier
articles not manufactured b> the Company.

11::..I Ihll _. ,l,iy „l . .1V2
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Mountain Hockey League has expanded to
four teams. As a result, a new, revised
floor hockey schedule has been drawn up
for the remaining six weeks of the season.
There has also been an old timers' league
created for all active players, thirty five
years and older. They will play six games
in all, one every Thursday evening. Due
to the expansion, the playoff format will
be shortened.

There was a fighting incident
during a Titans/Moondogs game February
18th. The two players involved are
suspended for the remainder of the
1993/94 floor hockey season.

On February 21st, the newly
expanded Death Row team surprised
Moon Dogs with its first win. The race
for top scorer has been a three-way battle
all year between Cory, Trevor and Phil.
Veteran right winger Wayne J. continues
to amaze us with his top ten-level scoring
abilities.

Fans have been very supportive.
Keep coming!

Team Standings
Team

Black Hawks
Moon Dogs

Titans
Death Row

W Pts

8 3 0 20
5 5 0 10
4 7 0 8
0 2 0 0
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Top 20
Goal Scorers
Player GP G A Pts Team

• a

1 Cory S. 10 84 54 138 Moon Dogs
2 Trevor H. 11 97 36 133 Black Hawks
3 Phil N. 10 64 63 127 Moon Dogs
4 Mike K. 11 50 39 89 Titans
5 Jeff H. 11 37 26 63 Black Hawks
6 Darin W. 7 44 17 61 Titans
7 Wayne J. 11 22 31 53 Black Hawks
8 Clint N. 10 15 32 47 Titans
9 Arnold A. 11 15 17 32 Black Hawks
10 Melvin M. 10 11 20 31 Moon Dogs
11 Kevin B. 10 19 9 28 Moon Dogs
12 Roger H. 11 15 13 28 Moon Dogs
13 TomS. 11 3 18 21 Black Hawks
14 Gabby B. 4 13 6 19 Titans
15 Les S. 7 7 12 19 Titans
16 Ivan J. 11 8 10 18 Titans
17 Kyle M. 9 7 11 18 Moon Dogs
18 Jake S. 8 6 11 17 Black Hawks
19 Kevin S. 2 7 5 12 Death Row
20 BenH. 2 s 5 10 Death Row


